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You can access our international network from both the Netherlands and abroad
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Find new contacts, partners and buyers
through our international network
Whatever your plans for doing business abroad, you

Identifying contacts and
networks

Financing
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Arranging introductions and
organising networks

Trade missions, trade fairs
and partnerships

Looking for specific contacts? Finding

Knowing which parties match your

need the right contacts to implement them. The Dutch

Taking part in a trade mission or joint

reliable agents, buyers or partners is

ambitions is one thing. Getting in touch

trade fair is a good way to expand your

government has an extensive network of international

not always easy, especially when trying

with them is another. Our staff often

foreign and Dutch networks and benefit

to do so from the Netherlands. Our

has easier access to the right people.

from the collective spotlight and the

international network can help you

They can highlight your company or

promotional pull of the Netherlands.

identify the right parties to meet your

organisation and introduce you to

The Dutch government can also act as a

needs. If you are looking for innovative

interesting parties. We also organise

partner when entering difficult markets

partners in Europe, you can also try the

seminars and events to help you

or

Enterprise Europe Network or Horizon
2020.

get in touch with potential partners,

One of the things which makes Dutch

often in the context of public-private

companies, knowledge institutions and

partnerships. In certain cases you

the government stand out is their close

can also use our networking facilities

collaboration on foreign markets. This

abroad to organise activities.

can be especially effective in countries

offices that offer local insight, and know the local
players, networks and markets, and how to overcome
the language and cultural barriers. We can advise you,
establish contacts and open doors.

“The trade mission was great for
matchmaking and Intensified

Zorginnovatie
BioBoxx
| Indiavoor
tradedemission
VS

products.

stake in economic decisions.

companies.”

Thijs Boekhoff
Harry
de Jonge

innovative

where the (local) government has a high

our contact with the other

www.bioboxx.com

launching

For more information or advice,
please contact an NL Enterprise
Agency adviser at: +31 (0)88 042
4242.

For more information or advice,
please contact an NL Enterprise
Agency adviser at: +31 (0)88 042
4242.

For more information or advice,
please contact an RVO.nl adviser
at: +31 (0)88 042 4242 or see the
current events calendar.

Are your foreign contacts coming to visit the Netherlands? See what the visa sections at our embassies and consulates can do for you
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Take advantage of our knowledge of the
local situation and market, trends and
opportunities

Financing

Overview of opportunities
and trends

Immediate access to basic
information on countries,
sectors and themes
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Tailor made information

Opportunities in a market often give

If you see opportunities for your product

Once your plans are more specific, we

rise to ambitions. Our international

or service abroad or want to expand your

will be happy to provide you relevant

It is important to have the right information. The Dutch

network tracks economic, innovative

customer base, then do your research

and tailored information about market

government is happy to answer any questions you may

and social developments closely. We

and carefully prepare your strategy.

sectors, rules and regulations, and the

identify local opportunities, trends and

You can find much information on

business climate. If you want to start

needs, including tenders and demand

Ondernemersplein.nl, the digital one-

doing business abroad, you can take

Our global network helps you take advantage of oppor-

for products or technologies. We also

stop shop for government information

part in a coaching programme.. In three

tunities and achieve international ambitions.

monitor developments in innovation

for businesses, as well as export

steps you can create an international

and

documents and forms. You can also use

strategy and identify opportunities

the export app ‘NL Exporteert’, that you

abroad.

There is much to consider when entering a new market.

have about doing business and collaborating abroad.

international

corporate

social

responsibility.

“I use the export app NL

can download from the App store and

Exporteert all the time! It

Google Play.

provides a wealth of upto-date information and
international contacts

Thijs
Boekhoff
Maurits
Teunissen

anywhere, any time.”

Winner of the Orange Trade
Mission Fund 2013

www.styleshoots.com

Zorginnovatie
StyleShoots voor de VS

www.oranjehandelsmissiefonds.nl

For an overview of the opportunities,
see the International Business portal.

For personal advice, please contact
the Dutch Chamber of Commerce at:
+31 (0)88 585 2222.

For more information or advice,
please contact an NL Enterprise
Agency adviser at: +31 (0)88 042
4242.

International innovation? The Innovation Attaché Network supports your ambitions for international R&D and innovation.
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Find the financing that matches your
ambitions
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Exploring and entering international markets

Export insurance and
finance

Investing abroad

Doing business abroad has many benefits. It contributes

How do you enter an international

Export insurance taken out with banks

Banks will not always finance the

to your success, to economic growth and job creation in

market? Alongside commercial service

or insurance companies does not always

expansion of international operations

providers we offer new export specific

cover

extended

or investments in an emerging market

in developing countries and emerging markets. That is

support services to help them identify

payment terms or certain countries.

or developing country. This may result

opportunities abroad, discover local

Exports is important to the Dutch

in missed opportunities. The Dutch

why the Dutch government supports your international

markets and learn how to successfully

government, so it helps entrepreneurs

government therefore provides financial

ambitions, which includes financing if you can’t get your

position themselves. Are you looking

limit their export risks via Atradius

support to insure yourself against

at emerging markets or developing

Dutch State Business. Banks can also

political risks or a breach of contract by

countries and the feasibility of your

take out Atradius insurance policies and

the government of the country in which

project or investment there? You may

guarantees. They will therefore often be

you are investing. You can also attract

qualify for financial support.

more prepared to finance your exports

financing more easily via the Dutch

and working capital and you can offer

government and we can provide support

your buyers more attractive financing.

and assistance for investments aimed at

the Netherlands and to local development, especially

plans past the bank.
Looking for financing for your company to expand
abroad? We are happy to help you obtain it.

large

transactions,

local development.

For all your questions about finance, please also take a
look at the Financing Desk.

For more information or advice,
please contact an NL Enterprise
Agency adviser at: +31 (0)88 042
4242.

For more information or advice,
please contact an Atradius adviser
at: +31 (0)20 553 2693.

Looking for financial support to innovate or collaborate internationally? Review the options here.

For more information or advice,
please contact an NL Enterprise
Agency adviser at: +31 (0)88 042
4242.
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Working together on local opportunities
and solutions
The Dutch government actively promotes the interests

Opening doors to key public
bodies

When you encounter an uncooperative

If you encounter unfair competition

government has a high stake in

local government or official procedures

in a foreign market, such as illegal

companies, knowledge institutions and sectors and by

economic decisions, it is often effective

act as barriers, we may be able to use our

state aid for domestic companies,

to work together. We can help you

network to help. We often have quicker

protectionism or discrimination in

plan an effective strategy, which may

access to the people who remove

the case of a tender, we advise you

include presentations, trade missions

obstacles. If a local partner is causing

to report this to the Trade Barriers

and

officials.

problems, we can help by listening,

Reporting Centre of the Ministry of

An important part of this involves

offering advice and getting you in touch

Foreign Affairs

opening doors. Thanks to our local

with lawyers and tax advisers.

cannot always guarantee a solution, we can serve your
interests and engage in dialogue with the right parties.

meetings

where

with

the

Support in the event of unfair
competition abroad

(local)

with business issues and local procedures. While we

countries

What to do if local parties
create obstacles

of companies and organisations abroad by positioning
reducing trade barriers. You can contact us for assistance

In
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key

knowledge and contacts, we know what
opportunities and options are available.
“When it looked like the new
Stentor Industries plant in
Romania was going to be
completed without a connection
to the grid, the embassy was

Huub Drabbe
Netherlands
Embassy in
Thijs
Boekhoff
Bucharest

called in. We helped save an
investment worth millions.”

For more information or advice,
please contact one of our local
representatives.

For more information or advice,
please contact one of our local
representatives.

Find more information and
contact details here.

Are you active on international agricultural markets? Agricultural counsellors in 74 countries are there to help.
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Doing business around the world with our international network
Do you spot opportunities in international markets? The Dutch
government is happy to help you achieve your ambitions. Whether
you are a start-up or an experienced player in international markets,
or whether you are involved in trade, investment or innovation.
Our international network is there to assist you, in the Netherlands
and abroad.

Embassies, consulates and trade offices
The Netherlands has embassies in capital cities, consulates in key economic
centres and Netherlands Business Support Offices (NBSO’s) in other regions
with potential for Dutch companies. Our local staff are our eyes and ears
worldwide. They are familiar with local markets, highlight opportunities and
give practical advice. Sometimes they can also open doors that others can’t.
Make the most of their services!

Who can you turn to for assistance?
In the Netherlands you can contact the
Dutch Chamber of Commerce and the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency.

Worldwide we have an
extensive network of over 150
offices to help you.

Agricultural Attaché Network
If you are active in the agricultural sector and looking for support
doing business abroad, agricultural counsellors at Dutch embassies
and consulates in 74 countries are keen to help you.

Chamber of Commerce
The Dutch Chamber of Commerce can provide (digital) information
about doing business abroad. They are also your point of contact for any
questions about export documents.

Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO.nl)
Do you have specific plans to do business abroad? Netherlands Enterprise
Agency helps start-ups and more experienced entrepreneurs with their
export plans. It can provide you with information and advice on the most
attractive markets, the best steps and support options and how to take
advantage of them. Netherlands Enterprise Agency works closely with our
offices abroad. The Enterprise Agency is therefore also to the gateway to our
worldwide network.

Innovation Attaché Network
Looking for research and development contacts abroad? Innovation
attachés spot opportunities and help strengthen competitiveness
abroad. Innovation attachés are also posted at Dutch embassies and
consulates.

RVO.nl, the Dutch Chamber of Commerce and the missions are
mandated to provide economic services by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the Ministry of Economic Affairs.
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